
 

  

 

 

 
   

We listened to your feedback 

As a result, we’re taking active steps to  
better your patient experience 

 

 

What you told us Changes we’re making 

1.   

2.  

3.  

4.  

 

At                                                           we carried out a patient survey and asked for your honest opinions and 
feedback  to help us identify what our team is doing well, if we’ve missed anything or whether there’s an
opportunity for us to do things better. Based on our report provided by CFEP Surveys, we’ve listened to 
your feedback and have taken the following steps to improve the care and service we provide.  


	<Insert Practice Name>:       VERVE FAMILY DOCTORS
	text1: We need to look at ways we can improve waiting time for doctors.
	text2: Reception to continue to notify patients on arrival that their Dr is running late where possible. Reception are also encouraged to sms patients, especially telehealth if the Dr is running late. We will also encourage patients to ring before coming if a wait is expected. We ask patients to be patient as it usually means that the Dr is attending to a patients urgent needs.
	text3: We need to make sure patients have the opportunity to see their doctor of choice.
	text4: We will allocate some appointments for "on the day" appointments with each doctor, however these usually go quickly. We will also encourage patients to have a "back up" doctor for when their doctor is unavailable or on holidays. We have a new team of doctors and usually have availability to accomodate all patients.
	tex5: We need to look at ways of providing more home visits when required.
	text6: We will discuss this at Doctor's meetings and we will encourgae doctors to be more available for home visits for their own patients, although most doctors are usually fully booked for the day and are unable to fit a home visit in. We will also extend our relationship with our home visiting locum service.
	text7: We need to improve our availability and options of our Afterhours service for patients.
	text8: We will be looking at changing our Afterhours provider as our previous providers service has decreased in recent times. We will make sure informaton , posters and signs are widely available and we keep our patients informed of any changes.


